
 
 

 

July 20, 2023 

 

U.S. ANTITRUST AGENCIES RELEASE UPDATED MERGER GUIDELINES   

 

To Our Clients and Friends:  

On July 19, 2023, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and Department of Justice (DOJ) 
(collectively, the Agencies) jointly released updated draft Merger Guidelines (Proposed Guidelines) for 
public comment.[1]  The Proposed Guidelines address horizontal and vertical mergers and reflect the 
Biden Administration’s competition policy and existing enforcement priorities[2] while providing 
guidance about the Agencies’ recent efforts to expand the reach of antitrust and fair competition 
laws.[3]  The Proposed Guidelines will not be formally effective for several months, but, in practice, 
they already reflect current enforcement policy in reality, and as such are a window into the Agencies’ 
thinking on competition analysis. 

Notable provisions in the Proposed Guidelines that reflect changes from prior agency guidance include: 
(A) lower market share and concentration thresholds necessary to trigger the structural presumption that 
a transaction is anticompetitive, (B) de-prioritizing market definition as the starting place for analysis, 
(C) close scrutiny of transactions that may eliminate potential competition, (D) a framework for 
analyzing mergers involving multi-sided platforms, (E) a focus on potential harm to rivals, (F) attention 
to serial or “roll-up” acquisitions, (G) enhanced focus on labor market effects, and (H) expanded use of 
the FTC’s Section 5 authority. 

Overall, the Proposed Guidelines reflect the Agencies’ increased skepticism of the benefits of mergers 
and acquisitions and a greater willingness to pursue new or revive older theories of competitive harm.  

I. Background: The Proposed Guidelines reflect major policy changes. 

Historically, the Agencies have jointly issued Guidelines to explain their enforcement policy, most 
recently in the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines[4] and the 2020 Vertical Merger Guidelines.[5]  In 
September 2021, the FTC withdrew the Vertical Merger Guidelines in favor of a new set of guidance to 
be developed with DOJ.[6]  The new Proposed Guidelines touch on both vertical and horizontal merger 
enforcement. 

II. The Proposed Guidelines reflect the Agencies’ current policy of enhanced scrutiny in merger 
analysis and pursuit of broader enforcement priorities. 

The Proposed Guidelines reflect recent trends in merger review, including enhanced Agency scrutiny 
and expanded theories.  The Proposed Guidelines seek to further these priorities by articulating a range 
of frameworks that the Agencies may use for assessing a merger’s legality.  
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A. Lower thresholds to trigger a structural presumption. 

The lowering of the quantitative thresholds of market concentration necessary to trigger the presumption 
that a merger is anticompetitive is one of the most impactful policy changes articulated in the Proposed 
Guidelines.  As a result of this change, the agencies may use the Proposed Guidelines as grounds to 
investigate more deeply transactions previously considered low-risk, and to discount pro-competitive 
features of the industry, regardless of the deal specifics. To apply a structural presumption, however, the 
Agencies would need to define the relevant market in which to evaluate the competitive effects of a 
proposed transaction. 

While the Agencies have long used market concentration thresholds to guide antitrust analysis in merger 
review, the Proposed Guidelines utilize lower thresholds and ascribe greater weight to the attendant 
anticompetitive inferences.[7]  Whereas the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines characterize 
concentrations of seven competitors of equal share or more (utilizing the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 
(HHI) index) as “unconcentrated”, the Proposed Guidelines would seek to label as “concentrated” any 
market with more concentration than, for example, 10 equal players. The specific proposed interplay of 
concentration and market shares is illustrated below. 

 

B. Decreased focus on market definition in favor of competitive effects and other evidence. 

While the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines relied on market definition to focus the inquiry on the 
relevant competitive dynamics, the Proposed Guidelines eschew this approach. Instead, the Agencies 
may avoid defining markets and rely instead on non-traditional evidence, including evidence of 
competition between the merging parties (irrespective of alternative competitive threats), prior industry 
coordination (regardless of the parties’ participation), or recent mergers in the same market (regardless 
of whether prior transactions increased competition).   

C. Close scrutiny of transactions that may eliminate potential competition. 

Consistent with the Biden administration’s enforcement program, the Proposed Guidelines endorse an 
expansive view of the so-called “potential competition” doctrine, which describes transactions that may 
violate the antitrust laws by eliminating an “actual” or “perceived” potential competitor rather than a 
current market participant.[8]  Under the Proposed Guidelines, a merger may be illegal where it 
eliminates “actual” potential competition, i.e., “the possibility that entry or expansion by one or both 
firms would have resulted in new or increased competition in the market in the future.”[9]  The agencies 
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may also investigate mergers that eliminate “perceived” potential competition, i.e., “current competitive 
pressure exerted on other market participants by the mere perception that one of the firms might 
enter.”[10]    

The 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines neither distinguish between “actual” or “perceived” potential 
competition nor devote significant time to discussing them as an Agency priority, and the Agencies have 
found split Circuit opinions on frameworks for “actual” and “perceived” potential competition claims. 
The Proposed Guidelines set out a detailed framework under the most Agency-favorable Circuit views 
for analyzing potential competition issues. For example, the Proposed Guidelines suggest that, in 
challenging a deal that threatens to eliminate an “actual” potential entrant, the Agencies need only show 
whether one of the merging firms had a “reasonable probability” of entering the relevant market absent 
the merger.[11]  This standard, while endorsed by some district courts, has been rejected by others (and 
at one time even the FTC itself) in favor of a more demanding showing of “clear proof.”  Both here and 
elsewhere in the Proposed Guidelines, the Agencies rely on a generous and often selective reading of the 
relevant case law.  

D. Framework for analyzing platform mergers. 

The Proposed Guidelines set forth a framework for analyzing and challenging mergers involving 
competition between, on and to displace platform businesses (businesses that provide different products 
or services to two or more different groups or “sides” who may benefit from each other’s 
participation).  The Proposed Guidelines provide that transactions involving platforms may attract 
scrutiny if 1) two platform operators are combining; 2) a platform operator acquires a platform 
participant; 3) it involves the acquisition of a company that facilitates participation on multiple platforms, 
or 4) it involves the acquisition by a platform operator of a company that provides important inputs for 
platform services (such as data enabling matching, sorting, or prediction). 

E. Focus on potential harm to rivals. 

Historically, the Agencies followed the Brown Shoe rule that antitrust law protections “competition, not 
competitors”, but the Proposed Guidelines highlight mergers’ potential to harm competitors. Where 
discussion of harm to competitors previously occurred primarily in a vertical context, the Agencies have 
expanded potential harms via potential foreclosure of products or services in “related” markets that could 
impact competition in an overlap product market.  Most notably, the Proposed Guidelines indicate 
potential concerns may arise for related products rivals do not currently use but may in the future, and 
for circumstances where related products are or could be complementary to rivals’ competitive products 
and thus increase their value to customers.[12]  Through the Proposed Guidelines, the Agencies have 
expanded theories of harm to include current and potential 3rd party competitors. 

F. Investigations of serial or “roll-up” acquisitions. 

The Proposed Guidelines also announce a new approach to analyzing multiple acquisitions by the same 
company.  Traditionally, the Agencies have assessed a merger’s potential competitive effects 
independent of prior acquisitions, with an eye towards how future conduct will change because of the 
current merger.  The Agencies now intend to investigate “pattern[s] or strateg[ies] of multiple small 
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acquisitions, even if no single acquisition on its own would risk substantially lessening competition or 
tending to create a monopoly.”[13]  This follows previously stated goals by the Agencies to bring 
enforcement actions against “roll-up” acquisitions, particularly in technology, pharmaceuticals, 
healthcare, and private equity investment.[14]  

G. Enhanced focus on labor market effects. 

The Proposed Guidelines expand the Agencies’ recent focus of mergers’ competitive effects in labor 
markets.  In her recent Statement on the Proposed Guidelines, FTC Chair Lina Khan noted that “although 
antitrust law from its founding has been concerned about the effects of monopoly power on workers, 
merger analysis in recent decades has neglected to focus on labor markets.”[15]  The Proposed 
Guidelines emphasize “labor markets are important buyer markets” that are separately subject to review, 
and downplay potential efficiencies created by firms combining operations.[16] The Agencies are 
already inquiring into potential labor market overlaps in Second Request investigations, as well as 
reviewing documents produced in merger investigations for evidence of wage fixing or no-poach 
agreements.   

H. Expanded use of FTC Section 5 authority. 

The Proposed Guidelines note several potential scenarios (and suggest more exist) where the FTC might 
exercise enforcement powers beyond the scope of the Sherman and Clayton Acts, reflecting Chair 
Khan’s often articulated intent to expand the FTC’s authority under Section 5 of the FTC Act.[17]  The 
Proposed Guidelines leave the scope of this expanded enforcement authority open but note examples, 
such as otherwise lawful transactions whose acquisition structures, regulatory jurisdictions, or 
procurement processes might lessen competition.[18]  As a result, the FTC may probe more widely into 
the acquisition dynamics and acquiring parties’ business structure during investigations and probe deeper 
into documents and interviews to root out potentially unique industry competitive conditions. 

III. Practically, the Proposed Guidelines would bring greater antitrust scrutiny earlier in the 
regulatory review process and less certainty to merging parties. 

Companies considering transactions should take note of the Proposed Guidelines and consider what 
changes to existing processes may be required.  Companies should review due diligence templates with 
an eye toward early identification of items that may be the subject of regulatory scrutiny, including new 
and expanded areas of focus including labor markets, inputs to rivals, and past acquisitions.  Companies 
may also want to proactively develop strong and persuasive advocacy that demonstrates the 
procompetitive aspects of a transaction and meets potential theories of competitive harm head-
on.  Finally, document creation and retention guidance continues to be of paramount importance as the 
number and types of documents that could be a focus item in merger investigations continues to grow, 
with potential changes to the HSR filing guidelines that may require submission of many additional 
documents related to the transaction.[19] 
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IV. Conclusion & Takeaways 

The Proposed Guidelines are the latest in a larger trend of expanded and more aggressive antitrust 
enforcement by the Agencies in the current Administration, as we have noted in our prior Client Alerts 
regarding changes to the HSR merger notification form, FTC’s enforcement authority under Section 5 
of the FTC Act, and interlocking directorates.[20] As with other efforts to expand the reach of the 
antitrust laws, the enforcement policies articulated in these Proposed Guidelines will be subject to review 
by federal courts. And, although prior Merger Guidelines have garnered widespread acceptance in the 
case law, to challenge proposed transactions based on novel theories articulated in these Proposed 
Guidelines, the Agencies will ultimately need to persuade federal courts that these theories are supported 
by legal precedent. 

In light of this increasingly aggressive and unpredictable merger enforcement environment, firms 
considering transactions should continue to proactively consult with antitrust counsel to develop 
appropriate antitrust risk mitigation strategies.  While the draft merger guidelines are simply guidance 
and may yet evolve in response to public comments, they are indicative of the theories that enforcers 
may study during a merger investigation. 

Gibson Dunn attorneys are closely monitoring these developments and are available to discuss these 
issues as applied to your particular business. 

___________________________ 
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